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OPERATIONAL QUADRATURE METHODS
FOR WIENER-HOPF INTEGRAL EQUATIONS

P. P. B. EGGERMONT and ch. LUBICH

Abstract. We study the numerical solution of Wiener-Hopf integral equations

by a class of quadrature methods which lead to discrete Wiener-Hopf equations,

with quadrature weights constructed from the Fourier transform of the kernel

(or rather, from the Laplace transforms of the kernel halves). As the analytical

theory of Wiener-Hopf equations is likewise based on the Fourier transform of

the kernel, this approach enables us to obtain results on solvability and stability

and error estimates for the discretization. The discrete Wiener-Hopf equations

are solved by using an approximate Wiener-Hopf factorization obtained with

FFT. Numerical experiments with the Milne equation of radiative transfer are

included.

1. INTRODUCTION

The approximate solution of Wiener-Hopf integral equations
/■OO

(1.1) x(t)+       k(t-t)x(t)dz = f(t) ,       0<f<oo,
Jo

has received attention from mathematicians of different schools and back-
grounds, partly because of direct applications of such equations in mathemat-

ical physics, partly because of the insight that the study of these equations

gives to the treatment of Fredholm integral equations over 'large' intervals and

of dual integral equations, and further because of the rich mathematics that

comes along with their theory. Apart from the fundamental article of Krein
[18], which gives a complete analytical solution theory of equations (1.1) with

absolutely integrable kernel, we mention numerically oriented work of Gohberg

and Fel'dman [13], Prössdorf and Silbermann [22, 23], Atkinson [5], Stenger

[28], Sloan and Spence [26, 27], Anselone and Baker [1], Chandler and Gra-

ham [7], Graham and Mendes [15], Elschner [10], Gähler and Gähler [11], and
Anselone and Sloan [3, 4].

In this paper we consider the application of operational quadrature methods

to the numerical solution of Wiener-Hopf integral equations, continuing work

done in [19] and in our joint paper [9]. These quadrature methods lead to

discrete Wiener-Hopf equations
OO

(1.2) x„ + hY^k(n-j;h)Xj = f„ ,        « = 0,1,2,...,
_ ;=o
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where for a meshwidth « > 0, x„ is to approximate x(nh), and k(n;h) are

suitably defined quadrature weights. In [19, §11], it was shown for equations

(1.1) with real symmetric kernel k, that the discretized equation (1.2) arising
from an ^-stable operational quadrature method is uniquely solvable if the

continuous equation is so, and for all positive meshwidths the inverses of the

discrete Wiener-Hopf operators are bounded in I2 by the L2(R+) operator

norm of the continuous inverse.

In the present work the emphasis will be on /°° error and stability estimates,

which become available through results from [9], and we extend our results

to nonsymmetric Wiener-Hopf equations. For monotone equations a theory

analogous to [19] can be developed. In general, if only the Krein conditions

for unique solvability of (1.1) hold, then there are stability restrictions on the

meshwidth. Still, for small enough « the discretized Wiener-Hopf operators are

shown to have uniformly bounded inverses in all lp spaces (1 < p < oo ). We

also show that exponential decay of both the kernel and the right-hand side in

(1.1) yields exponential decay of the discrete solutions, with a mesh-independent

rate.
A further topic is the actual solution of the discrete Wiener-Hopf equation

(1.2). As a very efficient alternative to the usual procedure of truncating the

equation and solving the thus arising Toeplitz system of linear equations, we

propose here to use an approximate Wiener-Hopf factorization obtained with

FFT. ' In the case of exponential decay this allows us to compute the solution of

(1.2) to the level of the discretization error with 0(h~x\ log«|2) operations, as

/¡->0. Numerical experiments with the Milne equation of radiative transfer

illustrate the performance of the methods.

2. Conditions on the transforms of the kernel

The integral equation (1.1) is considered as an operator equation in LP(R+)

for 1 < p < co,

(2.1) (Jr+3êr)x = f,        feLP(R+),

where ^ is the identity operator, and 3? denotes the integral operator in ( 1.1 ).

For k e LX(R), the Krein necessary and sufficient conditions for the invert-

ibility of S + Jf in IS(R+) are, Krein [18],

(2.2a) 1 + íc(co) #0   for all to e R ,

1    f°°
(2.2b) index(l + k) = — /     ¿„arg (1 + k(co)) = 0 ,

where k(oj) is the Fourier transform of k :

/OO

k(t)e~iMdt,       toeR.
■OO

Condition (2.2b) says that the closed curve {1 +k(to) : to e R} does not encircle

the origin. Here, R = Ru {oo}, and k(oo) = limÍU_±00¿(<y) = 0 by the

Riemann-Lebesgue lemma.

'The approximate Wiener-Hopf factorization can effectively be used also as a preconditioner in

iterative methods for the solution oí finite Toeplitz systems of equations. Cf. Chan and Strang [6]

who use conjugate gradients with a circulant preconditioner. This application is, however, outside

the scope of the present paper.
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The Krein conditions are implied by the much stronger monotonicity (or

coercivity) condition

(2.4) Re(l + Jfc(<u)) > y   for all to e R ,

where y is some fixed positive number. We note that for real symmetric kernel

k, conditions (2.2) and (2.4) for some positive y are equivalent, because for
such kernels the Fourier transform takes only real values.

Instead of imposing smoothness assumptions on k, we will assume that the

following sectorial conditions are satisfied: We let K±(s) be the Laplace trans-

forms of the functions k(±t), t > 0, i.e.,

(2.5)
/•OO

K±(s)=       k(±t)e~s'dt ,       Res>0
Jo

and we assume that there is an angle û < \n, and positive constants a and

ß, such that

(2.6a)
K+(s) and K-(s) are analytic and bounded

in the sector \args\ <n -

(2.6b) K±(s) - K±(0) = tf(sa) ,    as s -> 0 in the sector,

(2.6c) K±(s) = tf(s~p) ,    as 5 —> oo in the sector.

These conditions can be shown to be equivalent to the following: The kernel

halves k(±t) are analytic in a sector | arg í| < \it - û' with û' < \n, and are

bounded there by \k(±t)\ < const• miníjí^-1, |r|~a_1}. Hence k e LX(R),

and a weak singularity may occur at 0. For example, kernels with logarithmic

singularity such as the exponential integral Ex or the modified Bessel function
Ko, which arise in applications, are included here.

We note for later use that

(2.7) k(co) = K+(ico) + K-(-ito) ,       coeR.

Remark. Although the above sectorial conditions are certainly much stronger
than would be necessary, we have included them here for the following reasons:

The approximation theory in [ 19] is based on sectorial assumptions, and so is a

lemma from [9] which is essential for the /°° and general lp theory (see Lemma

3.1 below). There is no limitation on the obtainable order of approximation

of operational quadrature methods under sectorial conditions. In contrast, if

the Laplace transforms K± are analytic and suitably bounded only in a half-

plane, then the operational quadrature methods have to be based on A -stable

discretizations, and their approximation order cannot exceed 2. See [20] for a

nonsectorial approximation theory.

3. Operational quadrature methods applied

to Wiener-Hopf equations

As in [19], the quadrature weights k(n;h) in (1.2) are defined as the coeffi-

cients of the generating function, cf. (2.7),

OO

(3.1) « £ kin ; h) C = K+iSiQ/h) + *_(<*(£-')/«) ,        Ç 6 C , |Ç| = 1 ,
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where S(C) is given as the quotient of the generating polynomials of a linear

multistep method for the solution of differential equations, see e.g., [16],

d d

53 ajyn+j = A S foy'»+J '        " - ° '
7=0 j=0

that is,

d d

(3.2) ¿(C) = ¿a,í¿-y¿/?,íd-;.

j=0 ;=0

We assume here that the linear multistep method is consistent of order M and

,4($!>)-stable with an angle tp greater than û of (2.6), i.e.,

,.. » x       ¿(0 has neither zeros nor poles on the closed unit disk ICI < 1
(3.3a) ~

with the exception of a simple zero at Ç = 1,

(3.3b) | arg â(Q\ < n - tp   for some tp > û ,

(3.3c) h-xö(e'h) = 1 + cf(hM)   for some M > 1 .

The following lemma collects important properties of the quadrature weights.

This is a reformulation of Lemma 6.3 in [9] (with R¿ replaced by K± ).

Lemma 3.1. Under the conditions (2.6), (3.3) on k and 5 the quadrature weights

k(n; h) satisfy for all h > 0 and all integer n and I

\k(n; h)\ < const-b(\nh\) ,
OO

«  53  \k(n + l;h)-k(n;h)\<e(\lh\) ,
n=—oo

where e € C[0, oo), with e(0) = 0, is an increasing function, and b e /-'(M*)

is defined as b(t) = mini^-1, rQ_l}, with a, ß from (2.6).

We denote the discrete Wiener-Hopf operator in (1.2) by Kh , so that for

Xh = {x„}„>o we have

OO

(3.4) [Khxn]„ = hYtk(n-j;h)Xj,        «>0.
;=0

From Lemma 3.1 we know that sup { h J2^L_O0 \k(n ; h)\: h > 0} < oo . Con-
sequently, we have for 1 < p < oo

(3.5) Kh:lp -^lp ,        with  \\Kh\\„ < const ,

where the constant is independent of « > 0.

To get the full order of accuracy M, end correction terms have to be added

in (1.2). For appropriate correction weights tc(n, j ; «) to be determined in §4

we let the small-rank operator Uf, be given for a fixed integer / as

j

(3.6) [Uhxh]„ = «53'c("> 7'; h)Xj■■ ,        «>0 ,
j=0
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and the Wiener-Hopf integral equation (1.1) is now approximated by the per-

turbed discrete Wiener-Hopf equation

(3.7) xh + (Kh + Uh)xh = rhf ,

where rh denotes the restriction operator

(3.8) [rhf]„ = f(nh) ,        n > 0 .

The end-term correction U„ will be constructed in such a way that (Kh + Uf¡)rhx

is a "better" approximation to 3fx .

We are now interested in whether the discrete equation (3.7) has (always) a

unique solution x/,, and in how to estimate the approximation error x/, - r¡,x.

An elementary error analysis gives

(3.9) xh - rhx ={I + Kh + Uhyx [(Kh + Un)rhx - rh3Tx] .

So now the question is to show (e.g.) that for appropriate «o > 0 we have

(3.10) sup ||(/ + Kh + Uh)-x\\,P <oo ,
h<h0

(3.11) hxlp\\(Kh + Uh)rhx-rh5?x\\lP < const-hM ,

under appropriate smoothness conditions on x. In §4 we discuss (3.11), and

(3.10) is considered in §§5 and 6.

4. Quadrature error

In this section we study the quadrature errors associated with the operational

quadrature method. In particular, we are concerned with establishing inequality

(3.11) under appropriate conditions on k, S and x. The estimates follow

from Lubich [19] and Eggermont and Lubich [9], cf. also Eggermont [8]. For

M an integer we let W°°'M(R+) c L°°(R+) be the subspace consisting of those

functions on R+ that together with their derivatives up to order M belong to

L°°(R+). The norm on W°°<M(R+) is defined as

M

iixii^«.* = 53 ii*""'^00 •
m=0

Theorem 4.1. Under the assumptions (2.6), (3.3) on the kernel k and the dis-

cretization method ô of consistency order M we have for an appropriate end-

term correction Uf, of the form (3.6) (with J = M - 1) the error bound

(4.1) \\(Kh + Uh)rhx - rh3fx\\ioo < const- hM ■ HxH^oo,«

for all xe lV0o'M(R+). The constant const is independent of the meshwidth h

and the function x. Moreover,

(4.2) ||C/AH,« < const-«" ,

where p = min(l, ß), with ß > 0 of (2.6c).

The end-term correction U„ can be chosen as follows [19]: Let í* > 0 be

fixed. The correction weights are then determined such that the quadrature

formula is exact for polynomials up to degree M - 1 over the interval [0, t*],

i.e.,

[(Kh + Uh)rhp - rhJrp]„ =0   for 0 < nh < t*,
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for all polynomials p of degree at most M - 1. This gives a Vandermonde

system of linear equations for the computation of the correction weights. For

nh > t* they are chosen either as K(n, j; h) = (c¡ - l)k(n - j ; h) or as

(Cj - l)k((n - j)h), where c¡ ( j = 0, 1, ... , M - 2 ) are the weights of the

A/th-order Newton-Gregory formula (e.g., Co = \ for M = 2, the trapezoidal
rule).

Proof of Theorem 4.1. Suppose that the end correction Uk has been constructed

as described above. We split the quadrature error as

[(Kh + Uh)rhx - rhJix]„ = e+ + eZ„ ,

with

e^ = hy2k+(n-j;h)x(jh) + hS2K(n,j;h)x(jh)- / k+(t- x)x(x)dx ,
j=0 j=o Jo

n çt

eñ = h 53 k-(n - j ; h)x(jh) - /     k-(t - x)x(x) dx ,
;=-oo J-°°

where t = nh , x(x) = x(-x), k±(t) = k(±t), and k±(n ; h) are the coefficients

of the generating functions (cf. (3.1))

OO

(4.3) h"£k±(n;h)Cn=K±(ô(0/h) ,        |Ç| < 1 .
n=0

It follows from Lemmas 7.2-7.4 of [9] (which in turn are based on Theorem

3.1 of [19]) that e+ is bounded by the right-hand side of (4.1), uniformly in «
and h . If x (and thus x ) has compact support, then Lemma 7.4 of [9] shows

that
|£?-|<CA"-|l*wlk~ .

For general x G W°°tM(R+) the result then follows by taking smooth trunca-

tions of x and using the absolute integrability of the kernel and the uniform

absolute summability of the weights.

It remains to verify the bound (4.2). The proof of Corollary 3.2 of [19]

shows that |k(«, j; h)\ < C(nh)$~x for 0 < nh < t*, and Lemma 3.1 yields
that \k(n;h)\ < C(nh)-x-a with a of (2.6b) for nh > t*. In view of the
construction of Uk , these bounds imply (4.2).   D

We remark that lp estimates (3.11) with p ^ oo are obtained under the

same assumptions on k and ô and with the same construction of Un , if x e

W°°'M(R+) with |x(M)(r)l < const- (l+t)~a with a > ± . We omit the details.

For p 9¿ 1 one has still

(4.4) \\Uh\\,P -»O     as A-»0.

We remark further that a similar construction of end-correction weights to re-

store Mth-order convergence can be done for functions x which are not smooth

at 0, but which are known to have an expansion of the form

/

X(t) = Y,a><f>i(t)+X(t)   ,
1=0
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where x G W°°>M(R+) with Jc(0) = x'(0) = ••• = x^-'^O) = 0, and the <pt
are given "singular functions", e.g., fractional powers or polynomials multiplied

with a logarithm. Details have been worked out by Gienger [12].

5. Solvability and stability in the monotone case

In this section we consider the solvability of the discrete equations (1.2) and

(3.7) as well as the stability inequality (3.10), when monotonicity is preserved

under discretization. For ^4-stable methods, i.e., those with Re ¿(C) > 0 for

all |C| < 1, this turns out to be automatically satisfied under the monotonicity

condition (2.4). For ^($?)-stable methods with tp < \n we have to demand
that (2.4) hold on a bigger region:

(5.1) Re(l+K+(s) + K-(s))>y   for |args| = it - tp ,

where tp is the same as in (3.3b). Note that for tp = \n this condition is exactly
the monotonicity condition (2.4), because of (2.7).

The proof of the following theorem for p = 2 is in the style of Lubich [19],

and from this, the general case follows with results of Eggermont and Lubich

[9].

Theorem 5.1. Let 1 < p < oo. Under the conditions (2.6) and (3.3) on the kernel

k and the discretization method ô, and assuming the monotonicity condition

(5.1), the discrete Wiener-Hopf equation (1.2) has for every h > 0 a unique

solution xh = {x„}„>o G lp for every fh = {f„}„>o G lp. Moreover, there exists

a constant c such that the solution xn satisfies the estimate ||x/,||/,> < cH/äH/p
uniformly in h > 0, or equivalently,

(5.2) sup ||(I + Kh)~l\\„ <c.
h>0

Proof. The first fact to observe is that the Krein conditions for the discrete

Wiener-Hopf equation (1.2) are, Krein [18] and (3.1),

(5.3a)   a(Q=i 1 + K+ {ô(Q/h) + K.{ô(Ç-x)/h) ¿0   for all |C| = 1 ,

(5.3b) index a = ^- f * de arg a(e'ie) = 0 .
2n Jo

Now consider the function *¥(s) = 1 + K+(s) + K-(s). Since K± are analytic

in the sector |args| < it - tp, it follows that Re 4* is harmonic there. Since

*¥(s) —> 1 as \s\ —► oo in the sector, we may apply the maximum principle, see,

e.g., Protter and Weinberger [24, Theorem 2], to Re*F to conclude with the

help of (5.1) that for all 5 in the sector,

ReT(5) > min {Re ^(cr) : | arg o\ = it - q>} > y .

The A(tp)-stability condition (3.3b) now shows that Rea(C) > y for all |C| = 1
and all « > 0, from which both (5.3a) and (5.3b) follow. We also observe that
if u G I2, then by two applications of the Parseval formula, see Stein and Weiss
[25], we obtain (with u(6) = £~ 0 u„eine )

Re(u + Khu,u)l2 = Re2^- f    a(ei6)\û(6)\2d6
Jo

>yTn f2" \ûi9)\2de = y\\u\\22.
Jo
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Consequently, for all u G I2 we have \\u + Knu\\p > y\\u\\¡2. Since I + Kh
is invertible by (5.3), this shows that (5.2) holds with c = 1/y for p = 2.
With Lemma 3.1 it then follows from [9, Theorem 4.1] that (5.2) holds for
p = oo, and with the discrete analogue of [9, Theorem 8.3] then also for all

P,  1 < P < oo .   D

Corollary 5.2. Let 1 < p < oo. Under the assumptions (2.6), (3.3), (5.1) on k
and 6 there exists an ho > 0 such that for all 0 < h < ho the 'corrected' discrete

Wiener-Hopf equation (3.7) is uniquely solvable in lp and, moreover,

sup ||(/ + ä:a + l7a)~1||/, <oo.
h<ha

Proof. We write I + Kh + Uh = il + Kh)il + Wh) with Wh = (7 + Kh)-xUh .
From Theorem 5.1 and (4.4) it follows that \\Wh\\lP —> 0 as « -* 0, so that

there exists an «0 > 0 such that for 0 < « < «o we have ||W^||/i < \ . Then

I +Wh is invertible, and ||(7 + Wh)~x \\¡p < 2, and the corollary follows.   D

Remark. Note that the choice of «o in Corollary 5.2 is nearly constructive, since

it depends on quantities which can be computed. The norm ||i/A|| is available

in principle, as is an estimate for ||(7 + Kh)~x\\, at least in the 2-norm.

6. Solvability and stability under the 'plain' Krein conditions

We now consider what happens when (5.1) is replaced by the much weaker

Krein conditions (2.2a-b). We note here that the combination of an ^(çj)-stable

method (with tp < \n ) and the monotonicity condition (2.4) on the half-plane

(as opposed to the monotonicity condition (5.1) on the bigger sector) does not

appear to give stronger conclusions than the 'plain' Krein conditions do.

Theorem 6.1. Let 1 < p < oo. Under the conditions (2.6) and (3.3) on k and

ô, and assuming the Krein conditions (2.2a-b), there exists an ho > 0 such that

for all 0 < h < ho the discrete Wiener-Hopf equation (1.2) has a unique solution

in lp for right-hand sides in lp , and

(6.1) sup ||(7 + Kh)~x\\lP < oo .
h<h0

Remark 6.2. We note that Corollary 5.2 applies here as well, once Theorem 6.1

has been shown.

Remark 6.3. We note that Theorem 6.1, resp. Corollary 5.2, combined with the

estimates of Theorem 4.1 gives us convergence in the lp norm on the whole

half-line. For p < oo this still holds after some form of truncation is considered

for the approximate solution of the infinite system (3.7). For p = oo, without

any assumptions about a decay of the solution as / —> oo, we can expect only

convergence on compact subsets of R+ for the truncated systems, see Anselone

and Baker [1], Anselone and Sloan [4], Anselone and Lee [2].

Proof of Theorem 6.1. There are two aspects to Theorem 6.1. One is the invert-

ibility of the operators I + K„, for suitably small « , the other is the uniform

boundedness of the inverses as exemplified by (6.1).

(a) The essential observation in the proof of the invertibility is that for small

« the values of 0(0/h either lie very close to the imaginary axis, or else are very
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large, so that the estimates K±(s) = tf(s~ß) are meaningful. Consequently, we

will have that either a(Q , see (5.3a), is very close to 1 + k(co) for suitable to,

or a(Q is close to 1. In either case we have that a(Q ^ 0 if (2.2a) holds. By

the same reasoning, under condition (2.2b), a(Q cannot encircle the origin as

C runs through the unit circle, so that index a = 0. Hence, the discrete Krein

conditions (5.3) are satisfied for small « , and the invertibility in lp follows.

(b) We now consider the uniform boundedness aspect for the case p = oo .

Other values of p will be considered later. So we consider equation (1.2)

rewritten as

(6.2) xh + Khxh = fh ,

where f„ G /°° . By the discussion in part (a), for « small enough this equa-

tion has a unique solution Xf¡ G /°° , but we need to bound ||x/,||/oo in terms of

\\fh\\i°o. It is helpful to introduce the operator nh : l°° —> L°° which carries a se-
quence u G /°° into its piecewise linear interpolant on the mesh {««:«> 0} :

[nftu](nh) = u„ for « > 0. From (6.2) we have that

nhxh +3?nhxh - (3?nh - nhKh)xh = ithfh ,

and since, by (6.2), x¡, = ft, - Kf,xn , this finally gives that

(6.3) nhxh + 3?nhxh - %hxh = gh ,

where gh = nhfh + {Jinh - nhKh)fh and

(6.4) Zh = {nhKk-3rnk)Kh.

We note that ||£aII/°° < const- ||./ÄII/°° . and we prove below in Lemma 6.4 that

||£Á||(/o° ,¿°o) —> 0 as h—> 0. If we now apply (I + 3f)~x to both sides of (6.3),

and then restrict to the points «« , we get that

xh-rh(I + ^)-xè?hxh = rn(I + 3?)-xgh ,

and since now \\rh(I+3?)~x<H')l\\ioo —» 0, it follows that ||x/,||/oo <const • ||g>,ll/°° <

const- \\fh\\i°° ■ This is equivalent to (6.1) for p = oo .
(c) Knowing now that (6.1) holds for p = oo, we claim that it holds for

p = 1 as well. The reason for this is that we may consider the equation adjoint

to (1.1), viz., x + ^*x = /:
/•OO _

(6.5) x(t)+       k(x-t)x(x)dx = f(t) ,        0 < t < oo .
Jo

The operational quadrature weights associated with this equation (6.5) are given

precisely by hk(-n ; h), i.e., the operational quadrature approximation to (6.5)

is precisely the equation adjoint to (1.2), viz., x¿ + Kkxk = fh :

OO

(6.6) x„ + h'^2kU-n;h)xj = f„,       «>0.
7=0

The Krein conditions for equations (6.5) and (6.6) are exactly the same as for

the original equations (1.1) and (1.2). It follows that if (6.1) holds for p = oo,
then it also holds with Kh replaced by K^ , i.e.,

sup ||(7 + Kk)    ll/oo < oo ,
h<h0
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but this is equivalent to (6.1) for p = 1. So we now have that (6.1) holds for

p = 1 and p = oo. By the M. Riesz interpolation theorem, Stein and Weiss

[25], it follows that (6.1) holds for all p in between as well.   G

In the proof above we used the following lemma, which is reminiscent of a

similar result for compact integral operators.

Lemma 6.4. There holds \\ (itf,Kh - Jfith)Kh\\(ioo ji00) —► 0   as « -> 0 .

Proof. Let u e l°° . Then Lemma 3.1 implies that

\[Khu]„ - [Knu]m\ < d(\n - m\h) \\u\\¡oo ,

with d(t) = e(t) + const-^ . Now apply Theorem 4.1 for M = 1 with x =

n„Khu. Then

(6.7)    \\(Khrtt - rn3r)nhKhu\\ioc < const (h\\nhKhu\\w~^+h'l\\KhKhu\\Loo) .

Now

II {nhKhu) lu» = sup ¡-^-L < (d(h)/h) ||u||/. ,

and \\ithKhu\\L°o = ||£am||/00 < const- ||w||/oo, from which it follows that the

right-hand side of (6.7) is dominated by e/,||u||/oc for some eh -> 0.   n

7. Exponential decay

If ektk(t) G LX(R) and ex'f(t) G L°°(R+) for some k > 0, then it is reason-

able to expect that eXtx(t) G Loc(R+) as well, with x(t) the solution of (1.1).

This is actually true when the following shifted Krein conditions hold, see Krein

[18, Theorem 14.1],

(7.1a) \+k(w + ik)£0   forallwGR,

(7.1b) indexai + k(to + ik)) = 0 ,

because then (1.1) may be written as

/"OO

(7.2) y(t)+       ek(,-x)k(t-x)y(x)dx = eXtf(t) ,     iëR+,
Jo

and y(t) = ex'x(t). Now (7.1a-b) are the Krein conditions for the Wiener-

Hopf equation (7.2), and the conclusion follows. In this section we want to

discuss the discrete analogue of this result. It appears that we need to modify

the assumption (2.6) on k accordingly, i.e., ex^k(t) should satisfy (2.6). This

amounts to

K+(s - k) and K-(s - k) are analytic and bounded

in the sector | args| < it - û ,

K±(s-k)-K±(-k)=tf(sn)   as n0 in the sector,

K±(s - k) =(f(s~ß)   as 5 —» oo  in the sector.

We then have an exponentially weighted analogue of Lemma 3.1:

(7.3a)

(7.3b)

(7.3c)
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Lemma 7.1. Under the assumptions (7.3) on k and the conditions (3.3) on 6

there exists for every p < k an hß > 0 such that the following bounds are valid

for h < hM:

\k(n; h)\ < const- e-ßlnh\ b(\nh\),        n = 0,±l,±2, ... ,
OO

h 53  \efil{n+wk(n + l;h)-e^nhlk(n;h)\<e(\lh\),       I = 0, ±1, ±2, ... ,
n=—oo

where e G C[0, oo), with e(0) = 0, is an increasing function, and b G L'(R+)

is defined as b(t) = min-fr^"1, rQ_1}, with a, ß from (7.3).

The proof of this lemma is analogous to that of Lemma 6.3 in [9], taking

now an integration contour shifted to the left by an amount k. We omit the

details.
We are now ready to quote the theorem on the exponential decay. At this

point it is merely a corollary to Theorem 6.1. It is helpful to introduce the space

¡p,uh 0f sequences {x„}„>o for which the exponentially weighted sequence

iephnXnj js m /p ; and whose lp norm defines the lp'fih norm of {x„} .

Theorem 7.2. Let 1 < p < oo. Under the conditions (7.3) and (3.3) on k and ô,

and assuming the shifted Krein conditions (7.1a-b), there exists for every p < k

an hfl>0 such that for all 0 < h < hß the discrete Wiener-Hopf equation (1.2)

has a unique solution in the exponentially weighted space lp'^h for right-hand
sides in lp')ih, and

sup ||(7 + ä:a)" II/p.m < oo .
h<h„

8. Approximate discrete Wiener-Hopf factorization

In this section we study the approximate solution of the discrete Wiener-Hopf

equation

oo

(8.1) 53 an-jXj = fn   , n >0  ,
7=0

where the sequence {a^^^ is absolutely summable, and its symbol

CO

(8.2) a(Q=   53 a„C
n=—oo

satisfies the Krein conditions:

(8.3a) a(O¿0   for |Ç| = 1 ,

(8.3b) index a(Q = 0 .

As shown in Krein [18, §13], the equation (8.1) then has a unique solution

x - {x„}„>o G lp for every / = {f„}„>o G lp ( 1 < p < oo ), which can be

obtained (in theory) from a Wiener-Hopf factorization

(8.4) a(0 = a-iC)a+iO ,       |f| = 1 .
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Here the coefficients a* of a±(Q vanish for negative, resp. nonnegative sub-

scripts « . The factors a±(Q are obtained by setting

oo —1 oo

(8.5) logfl(f)=:  53 bn(n=  53   b„Cn + y£bnC" = b-(Q + b+(Q ,
n=—oo n=—oo n=0

and by letting

(8.6) a±(C):=exp(MO) ,

which clearly yields (8.4). The solution of (8.1) is then given as the coefficient

sequence of

is.,,        £^"*o~¿ta'*(z§) ■
where f(Q = X^o-ZñC" . and P+ denotes the operator that carries an arbitrary

Laurent series into its principal part:

(oo \ oo

53 caH=5>i"-
n=-oo / n=0

We are now ready to describe the algorithm for the approximate solution of
(8.1). This is a finite analogue of the above procedure, which works with se-

quences of length 27V, such as x = {x_^, • • • , x^-i}. We let F denote the

discrete Fourier transform of length 2/V :

N-l

(8.9) [Fx]m = 53 i°mn xn ,       -N < m < N - 1 ,
n=-N

where to = eKllN, with its inverse F~x given by

N-\

(8.10) [F-Xx]„ = ^  53  co-mnxm ,        -N<n<N-l.
m=-N

Further, we introduce the cutting operator n+ by setting

x„,    « = 0, 1, ... , N- 1
-N,... ,-1 .(8.11) [n+x]„ = {^   I

In the following algorithm all operations on sequences, such as multiplication,

division, taking the logarithm, and exponentiation are pointwise.

Algorithm 8.1. Approximate solution of the discrete Wiener-Hopf equation ( 8.1 )

Factorization:

â := {a(œm))^-J_N ,    where co = eni'N,

b:=logâ,

b+:=FYl+F-xb,

â+ :=exp(¿+).
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Solution procedure:

f:=Ff ,       f={0,0,... ,0,fo,fx,... ,/v-i},

û := f-â+/â,
û+ := FU.+F~xû,

x := û+/â+,

{x„i„=_N = x := F   x.

Approximate solution:  {xo, xx, ... , xN_x ,0,0,...}.

With the use of FFT, this algorithm requires tf(N log N) operations. We will

give two convergence results for Algorithm 8.1: under minimal assumptions in

Theorem 8.2 and for geometrically decreasing sequences in Theorem 8.3. There
also the error decreases geometrically with N, as will be shown by an analysis

based on the aliasing formula for approximate Fourier coefficients and Cauchy's
estimates for Laurent series coefficients. Note that after the above 'truncation

procedure', we still have uniform convergence on the whole real line, thanks to
the exponential decay, cf. Remark 6.3.

To indicate the dependence of the approximate solution on the truncation

parameter 7Y, we add a superscript N to all sequences appearing in Algorithm

8.1. In particular, the algorithm computes approximate solution values x% for

0 < « < N - 1, and x^ = 0 for n > N.

Theorem 8.2. Consider the discrete Wiener-Hopf equation (8.1) where {a«}?^

is absolutely summable and its symbol satisfies the Krein conditions (8.3). For

{/„}o° G /', Algorithm 8.1 converges in the lx norm:

oo

53 1*^ _ x„ | -» 0   as N -» oo .
n=0

Proof. We work with the Wiener algebra W consisting of the functions c(C) =

S^l-oo c«Cn on the unit circle with absolutely summable Fourier coefficients

fA}-oo , and equipped with the norm \\c\\w = Y^x Ie«I •

For c(C) 6fwe let

N-i

(8.12) (iNc)(o= 53 c»C
n=-N

denote the trigonometric polynomial of order 2;V which interpolates c(C) in

the points tom = exp(iiim/N) , -N < m < N- 1 . Note that the interpolation

property is just the relation {c(com)} = F{c^¡) . The aliasing formula, see

Theorem 13.2a in Henrici [17],

00

(8.13) c%= 53 c„+l.2N ,
/=—oo

shows that IN :W ^W is a bounded linear operator which converges strongly

to the identity:

(8.14) H/^c-clhr-O    as TV ̂ oo , for all ceW .
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The same evidently holds for the operator JN : W —> W defined by the partial

sum
N-\

(8.15) (JNc)(0=  53 C„C".
n=-N

With these preparations, we can reformulate Algorithm 8.1 in the following

way:

Factorization :

(8.16a) a?(C) = exp(7V"loga(0)

Solution procedure :

(8,6b)       H»-1-(^(42^)).

This gives xNiC) = E^T-tv^C" of Algorithm 8.1.
By the Wiener-Levy theorem, the Krein conditions (8.3) imply that loga(C)

and l/a(C) are again in W. Moreover, 7+ and exp: W -^W are continuous

operators. Together with the strong convergence of 7^ and JN to the identity,

this shows that x^ converges in W to x of (8.7). This is the desired result.   D

We now turn to geometrically decreasing sequences.

Theorem 8.3. Consider the discrete Wiener-Hopf equation (8.1) whose symbol

<z(C) is assumed analytic and without zeros in the annulus p < |C| < 1/p (0 <

p < 1), and of index 0. The right-hand side is assumed to satisfy \f„\ < cp"

for « > 0. Then there are constants \ <a < 1 and C < oo such that the error

of Algorithm 8.1 is bounded by
c

I xN - X  I < _ na(N+n) M > f)
\X„        X„\ S  ^ _ pay   P ' " ¿U   ,

provided that N is so large that paN < c'(\ - pa)2. The constant C can be

chosen to depend only on c, c', and on a bound of \ loga(Q| in the annulus.

Proof. We consider Algorithm 8.1 again in the reformulation (8.16). We thus

have to study approximation properties of 7^ and JN, and boundedness of

the operator P+, when they are applied to functions analytic in an annulus.

Suppose for this that the Laurent series c(Q = 2^t-oo Cn<=" satisnes

\c(C)\<M ,        p<\t\<l/p.
The aliasing formula (8.13), combined with the Cauchy estimates

|c„| <Mpl"\       for all « ,

gives

o2N
\c% -c„ I <M-{p" + p-n) JÏ—ÎÛ ,        -N<n<N-l,

and consequently for 0 < a < 1 and all C with px~a < |C| < l//,1_a ,

n«iv

\INc(Q-c(Q\<2M.^-

\P+INc(Q-P+c(Q\ <M.^;
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Similarly, we have in this annulus also

\^c(Q-c(Q\<M-^p-a.

Repeated use of these estimates in (8.16) leads to the stated result for « < N—1.

The result for « > 7Y follows by applying the Cauchy estimates to x(C) of

(8.7).   D

Remark. Theorems 8.2 and 8.3 remain valid for the following two modifications

of Algorithm 8.1:

• Instead of taking b+ := H+b in the third step of Algorithm 8.1, one might
take a symmetric splitting b+ = {b¿}%~xN with

(b„ ,      n = l, ... , N-l ,

\b„,    n = 0,-N ,

0,        n = -(N-l),...,-l.

For a real symmetric sequence {a„} , this has the advantage that then â = \â+\2
in the modified Algorithm 8.1.

• If the sequence {a„} is known rather than its symbol a(Q, then one can

modify the beginning of Algorithm 8.1:

a := {an}N„:lN,

a:= Fa .

9. Asymptotic work estimate

We now come to the application of Algorithm 8.1 to the discretized Wiener-

Hopf equation (1.2), which by (3.1) has the symbol

(9.1) a(Ç) = l+K+(â(Ç)/h) + K_(o(Ç-x)/h).

When one applies Algorithm 8.1 to equation (1.2), there is a surprising feature:

The quadrature weights are never computed. In the case of exponential decay as

studied in §7, we can use Theorem 8.2 to obtain an asymptotic bound on the

computational work needed to compute the solution of (1.2) to the level of the

discretization error.

Theorem 9.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 7.2, the computation of the

solution of the discretized Wiener-Hopf equation (1.2) (or of the 'corrected' equa-

tion (3.7)) with an error bounded in l°° by const-«w, requires a number of

operations proportional to

h~x\logh\2      as A-0.

Proof. With a(Q of (9.1), we may choose p = e~xh/2 in Theorem 8.3, to get

(9.2) \x? -x„\<j^ *-«**<"+»> ,        « > 0 ,
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for the error introduced by Algorithm 8.1, with a constant C which is indepen-

dent of the meshwidth « . The right-hand side in (9.2) is bounded by const- hM
if N is chosen to satisfy

(9.3) 7V>^|logA2ÄM+2|
cM,

~kh

for some sufficiently large constant c. Since Algorithm 8.1 requires 0(N logN)

operations, this gives the desired work estimate for equation (1.2).

For the small-rank perturbation (3.7) one can use the Sherman-Morrison-

Woodbury formula, Golub and Van Loan [14, p. 3], which requires the solution

of discrete Wiener-Hopf equations (1.2) for 7+1 (with J of (3.6)) different
right-hand sides which are again exponentially decaying if the correction weights

are chosen as in §4. The result follows as before.   G

10. Numerical experiments

In this section we report on numerical results for the Milne equation of the
theory of radiation, whose homogeneous version was already studied by Wiener

and Hopf, see also Krein [18, §15]:

/•OO

(10.1) x(i)-f/    Ex(\t-x\)x(x)dx = f(t) ,        t>0 ,
Jo

where a < 1 is a parameter, and Ex(t) = ¡^°e~x¡xdx is the exponential inte-

gral, whose Laplace transform is s~x log(l + s). (The kernel has a logarithmic

singularity at 0, and decays exponentially.)
We give numerical results for a = 0.9, for two choices of /. In our first

example we take f(t) = 1 ■ For the numerical treatment this presents the minor

inconvenience that / does not tend to 0 as t approaches infinity. However,

we can modify our equations similarly to the modified finite section approach

of Sloan and Spence [27]. Taking the limit t —► oo in equation (10.1) (which

will be justified in a minute), we have

/OO

Ex(\x\)x(oo)dx = f(oo) ,
-oo

/(oo)

i.e.,

(10.2) x(oo)= ,
\ — a

Hence, x°(r) = x(t) - x(oo) satisfies equation (10.1) with the right-hand side

f(t) = f(t)-x(œ) + z f   Ex(\x\)dx-x(œ)
J — oo

which in our case is the exponentially decaying function

Conversely, since the solution x°(f) of equation (10.1) with right-hand side

(10.3) is known to decay exponentially (cf.   §7), taking the limit in (10.1) is
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justified a posteriori, and x(t) = x°(t) + x(oo) is the unique bounded solution

of (10.1) with f(t) = 1.
We have applied the operational quadrature method based on the second-

order backward differentiation formula ô(Ç) = j - 2Ç + ^Ç2 . The correction

weights (3.6) have been chosen so that constants are integrated exactly on an

interval near 0, i.e.,

¡■nh n

(10.4a)     hK(n,0;h)=       Ex(x)dx - hY^n - j; h)   for0<««<2,

and

(10.4b) K(n,0;h) = -\Ex(nh)   for nh > 2 .

It is only in (10.4a) that the quadrature weights k(n ; «) as defined by (3.1) are

needed. These were computed as described in [19, §7].

We have used Algorithm 8.1 with

(10.5) a(C)=i_aRe_^iog(i + ^p)

for the solution of the discrete Wiener-Hopf equations

oo

(10.6) Mn-f«53fc(«-y;«)M7=/0(««) ,        «>0,
;=0
oo

(10.7) v„-^h^2k(n-j;h)Vj = -^hK(n,0;h),        n>0.
j=0

The solution of the rank-1 perturbed Wiener-Hopf equation

oo

(10.8) xl-%hYJk(n-j;h)xQj-%hK(n,0;h)x^ = f0(nh),        «>0,
j=o

is then given by the Sherman-Morrison formula, see [14] :

(10.9) x°„ = u„      UoV"
1+V0

Finally, we have set

(10.10) x„=x° + x(oo)

as an approximation of x(nh).
In Figure 1 (next page) we give the numerical solutions obtained for « = 1/32

and TV« = 1,2, 4, 8, 16, where N is the truncation parameter in Algorithm

8.1.
In Figures 2 and 3 (next page) we show the relative errors of the method in

dependence of the meshwidth « at t = 0 (where the maximum error occurs)

and at t = 4. Here we have always used Nh = 32 in Algorithm 8.1. The

solid lines indicate the errors of x„ as constructed above, the dashed lines give

the errors of the method without end-term correction, i.e., of u„ + x(oo), with

u„ given as the solution of (10.6).   We note that for the present problem with
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0 2 4 6 3 10        12        14        16

Figure 1. Solution curves

.00001 ;oooi

Figures 2 and 3. Error vs. meshwidth at / = 0 and t = 4

f(t) = 1 the value x(0) is known analytically, see Krein [18, formula (8.9)]:

x(0) = ( 1 -a)~xl2 . The reference value at t = 4 has been obtained numerically,

using various discretization methods with small meshwidths.
As a second example, which shows the behavior of the method for non-

smooth data, we have chosen

*>-{i: :
1,     0 < r < 8 ,

>8.

Figure 4 shows the numerical results obtained with   «   =   |, -rg, ¿, and

Nh = 32.
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Figure 4. Solution curves of second example
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